
Exclusive Interview with Abdullah Al-
Mansour, Al-Hamra Real Estate Co,
discussing Sout Afkari - a modern

concept to guide young girls through
adolescence

Kuwait Times: Al-Hamra is gearing up
to launch a new community program,
titled “Sout Afkari” that is gaining a lot
of traction. Can you please tell us more
about it?

Mansour: Sout Afkari is a one-of-a-kind
girl empowerment program that touches
upon crucial modern times’ issues pertain-
ing to the Kuwaiti teen girls, ranging from
beauty, identity, love, self-worth, talent, fam-
ily relationships and career. It is a new for-
mat, never before seen in Kuwait that comes
in 14 TV episodes, aired exclusively on Al-
Rai TV and social media. It is an open plat-
form where accomplished Kuwaiti women,
female role models, social media personali-
ties and other female celebrities provide
guidance, encourage critical thinking and
promote a positive teen culture. 

KT: Why ‘Sout Afkari”?
Mansour: Adolescence is a critical stage

in one’s life journey and transformational in
many respects leaving teens with challeng-
ing questions and conflicted on who they
are and their place in the world. They also
face tremendous social pressure to look, act

and dress in a certain way. So, we wanted to
create an edutainment experience, that is
both fun and educational that resonates
with young girls. Sout Afkari - ‘Find your
Voice’ aims  to guide them through this
period, open up their minds to find their
own voice, bolster their self-confidence and
provide outstanding role models that they
can look up to and get inspiration from. 

KT: This is a brand new concept.  How
were the episodes chosen?

Mansour: This is a program dedicated
to young girls aged 10-18 years and it was
crucial to us that we make it really matter to
them. So, we conducted focus group
research to identify the issues that mattered
most to them and brought together excep-
tional women from all walks of life that
speak their language. The setting is informal
and discussions are lighthearted to make it
more appealing to youth, but the messages
we convey are very powerful.  

KT: What can we expect from each
episode?

Mansour: There will be 14 episodes
around seven main themes - ‘Who are you?’
that addresses questions around self and
identity; What is beauty?; What is love?
What is Passion and Talent; What is the role
of women in the workplace? What is power
and success? How is your relationship with

your mother and family? 
Role models provide their thoughts from

their own perspectives, sparking conversa-
tion among youth to form their own opin-
ions that reflect their own unique personali-
ties. There are many other surprises and
behind the scenes shots and tremendous
friendships that have been formed; so the
episodes are positive, engaging and a
breath of fresh air.  

KT: Who are the role models that are
participating in this initiative?

Mansour: We are incredibly proud to
have brought together 29 exceptional
women, including teen age social media
influencers. Every episode will feature a
number of role models that are most rele-
vant to discuss that particular topic; sharing
a wealth of experience. They include: Dr
Khloud Al-Najar, Areej Al-Kharafi, Rahaf
Al-Enzi, Eng. Zainab Al-Qurashi, Dr Reem
Dashti, Manayer Al-Kandari, Sara Al-Amer,
Dr. Shaikha Al-Jaseem, Asrar Al-Ansari,
Nawal Al-Azaz, Dana Al-Owaisi, Sondos Al-
Shaiji, May Al-Najar, Sherefa Al-Jaber,
Rehab Al-Tawari, Reem Al-Edian, Lobna
Saif Abbas, Dalal Al-Doub, Haya Al-Omar,
Razan Almarshad, Nouf Al-Ali, Sherefa Al-
Sleti, Dana Mado, Rahaf Al-Enzi, Aisha Al-
Abdullah, Khadija Al-Haramy, Eng. Abrar
Al-Ebraheem, Dr. Reham Al-Reshidi and
Nourah Al-Ajmi. 

KT: Who are your partners in this
program?

Mansour: Sout Afkari has been designed
in partnership with Light Bug Media
Production Company, an award winning
media company led by Director Yaroub
Bourahmah. and support from the Ministry
of State for Youth Affairs and Grand
Cinemas, with Al Rai TV as our exclusive
media partner. 

KT: Why is Al Hamra Real Estate Co.
supporting this initiative?

Mansour: We believe it is imperative
that we, as a society, land a helping hand to
future generations, encouraging their self-
reflection, and generally guiding them
through transitional stages of their lives - in
the way that is the most appealing to them,
through social media and female celebrities.
This is ultimately about youth empower-
ment, core to our CSR strategy to ensure a
stronger nation for generations to come. 

Sout Afkari is also in line with Al Hamra’s
recent commitment to UN Women’s
Empowerment Principles (WEP), as one of
the first companies in Kuwait to endorse the
global pledge for gender equality and
women empowerment. 

KT: How can we watch the episodes?
Mansour: The 14 episodes will be

broadcasted weekly every Saturday at 8:45
pm on Al Rai TV. The first episode, titled
‘You are beautiful’, focuses on issues related
to female beauty, self-image, body expecta-
tions and more and will go live on Saturday,
1 December 2018. 

They will also be aired on Al Hamra
Social Media Accounts and on Sout Afkari
dedicated YouTube channel. We look for-
ward to everyone joining us in this initiative
to trigger positive change in youth and build
a brighter tomorrow. 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank cele-
brated the inauguration of its
Salmiya Cube Mall branch,
located on Salem Mubarak
Street. The branch extends
Gulf Bank’s premium financial
services offering while provid-
ing support for the Bank’s
main branch in Fanar Mall.

Ahmed Al-Amir, Assistant
General Manager for External
Communication, Gulf Bank,
commented: “Gulf Bank is
committed to providing our
valued customers with the lat-
est and best financial solu-
tions, products and services.
The opening of our 58th branch is a demonstration of our
commitment, and we are delighted to be growing and
strengthening our offerings across the country.”

In an effort to provide best-in class services and conven-
ience to all customers, Gulf Bank now has 58 branches
located across Kuwait. The inauguration marks the contin-
ued success of the Bank’s strategic approach to growth
across Kuwait.

Gulf Bank is one of the leading conventional banks in
Kuwait with total assets of KD 5,683 million for year ended
31 December 2017. The Bank provides a broad offering of
consumer banking, wholesale banking, treasury, and finan-
cial services through its large network of 58 branches and
more than 200 ATMs in Kuwait.  The Bank was founded in
1960 and is listed on the Kuwait Stock Exchange (Boursa
Kuwait) since 1984.
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Australia CB 
holds rate as 
home prices fall
SYDNEY: Australia’s central bank kept interest
rates at a record-low yesterday as a drop in house
prices accelerated. Borrowing costs have stayed at
1.50 percent since they were last cut in August
2016, when the economy was transitioning away
from an unprecedented mining investment boom.

“The low level of interest rates is continuing to
support the Australian economy,” RBA governor
Philip Lowe said in a statement.

“Further progress in reducing unemployment
and having inflation return to target is expected,
although this progress is likely to be gradual.” The
RBA has remained positive about the Australian
economy and the strengthening labor market, but
appears to be keeping a closer watch on several
risks, including low inflation, weak wages growth
and uncertainty over consumer spending.

The housing market is experiencing a downturn
after several boom years, with prices in November
falling at their fastest pace since the global finan-
cial crisis, according to leading property data
provider CoreLogic. Market analysts expect the
bank to hold rates for some time to come.

“There’s nothing on the agenda which is going

to force the RBA’s hand at this stage, so I think the
upside that we’re seeing in the labor numbers is
probably being offset to a large extent in housing
and (tighter) credit,” JP Morgan economist Tom
Kennedy told AFP.

“It means that the path of least resistance is
probably for the cash rate to remain at 1.50 per-
cent.” The RBA decision comes a day before the

release of third-quarter economic growth figures,
with expectations for a slowdown after a strong
first half of the year owing to slowing household
consumption.

Analysts are tipping expansion of 0.5 percent
for the three months, taking the annual rate of
growth to 3.2 percent, compared with the current
reading of 3.4 percent. — AFP

Chevrolet Alghanim
extends their 
biggest offer!

In line with its unceasing commitment to guarantee
the safety and peace of mind of its customers and
their families, Chevrolet Alghanim extended the free

safety checkup campaign on all Chevrolet vehicles being
serviced at any of its centers until End of December,
2018. Chevrolet Alghanim encourages its valuable cus-
tomers to visit the nearest service center today and take
advantage of this limited time offer.

Performed by a team of professional service advisors,
the special safety checkup entails a detailed inspection
relying on state-of-the-art technology and all latest
available tools for car inspection and servicing. It covers
the most important mechanical and electrical compo-
nents guaranteeing a car’s proper operation and safety,
including disk brakes, tire treads and pressure, car bat-
tery, windshield wipers, front and rear lights, suspension,
shock absorbers and controlling sticks.

Furthermore, Chevrolet Alghanim offers include a
free car wash upon visit for a unique experience and
full satisfaction. 

Right after the checkup is complete, customers will
receive a comprehensive report of 21 check points
detailing the car’s condition, required maintenance, and
pricing. In addition to a 30% discount on spare part and
10 percent discount on labor fees for maintenance and
professional service, Chevrolet Alghanim’s customers
will get a free car wash and nitrogen refill for their tires,
in addition Two discount coupon (customer can get
reimbursed one coupon at a time against next service or
repair) will enable them to drive their Chevy safely with-
out having to worry about potential car malfunctions.
Chevrolet Alghanim recommends its customers to take
advantage of this free checkup before it’s too late and
reapthe valuable benefits and peace-of-mind it offers.

Customers can benefit from this amazing safety
checkup offer by visiting either the Shuwaikh Service
Center, located in Shuwaikh Industrial Area.

MELBOURNE: A window cleaner works on an apartment building in Melbourne yesterday. — AFP
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Italy PM says 
new budget 
proposal ‘in 
coming hours’
ROME: Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe
Conte said yesterday that a revised draft
budget to avoid penalties from Brussels
would be ready “in the coming hours”.

“My objective is to avoid Italy being
penalized in a way that hurts our country
and risks also hurting Europe,” Conte told
Italian daily Avvenire.  “I’m finalizing a pro-
posal that the European Union will have to
take into consideration. It will be ready in
the coming hours.”

The draft “does not compromise Italians’
interests or the promised reforms” of the
populist government. “I have some projec-
tions on the economic impact of the ‘100-
quota’ (pension reform) and citizens’
income. This can give me room to manoeu-
vre to spend and use in negotiations” with
the Commission, Conte said.

The European Commission in October
rejected the big-spending budget submitted
for approval by the coalition government of
the far-right League and the anti-establish-
ment Five Star Movement (M5S) on the
grounds it would only increase Italy’s
already massive debt mountain while not
delivering the promised growth.

The budget includes giving a state pen-
sion to anyone whose age plus number of
years worked equals 100. It also provides
for a universal basic income of 780 euros
for the least well-off to help them get back
into the job market. Conte declined to pro-
vide any figures for the new budget.

Keep dialogue open 
EU officials last week said that a reduc-

tion in Italy’s public deficit to 2.2 percent-
from the proposed 2.4 percent-would still
be insufficient to avoid EU sanctions. “We
are not disputing the pension reform, the
choices of the Italian government, because
it’s up to the Italian government to make its
own policy choices,” said EU economics
affairs commissioner Pierre Moscovici after
talks with bloc finance ministers in Brussels.

He spoke after ministers on Monday
formally agreed with the commission’s
rejection of the Italian budget, but also
urged caution. “The only thing where we
cannot take any risk whatsoever is to enter
a dead-end in which we don’t have channel
for dialogue,” said Eurogroup chief Mario
Centeno, who is also Portuguese finance
minister. If agreement is not reached, Italy
could find itself the target of an EU exces-
sive deficit procedure, which could ultimate-
ly lead to fines of up to 0.2 percent of the
nation’s GDP.

The government proposal for a budget
deficit of 2.4 percent is considerably higher
than the 0.8 percent of the previous center-
right government and for Brussels moves the
country too close to the bloc’s 3.0-percent
deficit ceiling.

Italy’s accumulated debt meanwhile runs
at more than 130 percent of GDP, more than
double the 60-percent EU limit.

Business organizations who said they
represent 13 million workers producing 65
percent of Italy’s GDP called for a new
budget at a meeting Monday. The 12 indus-
trial and business groups said the proposed
budget would not stimulate growth and that
Conte must convince League leader Matteo
Salvini and M5S leader Luigi Di Maio to
accept new figures or resign.

Upping the pressure on the government,
official data last week showed that the
Italian economy shrank by 0.1 percent in the
third quarter of this year, the first such con-
traction since 2014.

Italy’s statistics agency has forecast that
the economy would grow 1.3 percent next
year, below the government’s estimate of 1.5
percent included in its draft budget. —AFP


